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The U.S. General Services Administration (GSA), in
cooperation with the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA), filed a Mandatory Referral on March 14, 2018
for the 2018 FDA Federal Research Center Master
Plan and the 2018 Federal Research Center Master
Plan, Draft Environmental Impact Statement. FDA
plans to expand their campus in White Oak and
increase the total number of employees to 18,000,
from 2025 to 2035. The 130-acre FDA campus is
located within the 662-acre Federal Research Center,
of which 622 acres are in Montgomery County and 40
acres are in Prince George’s County. This staff report
provides comments regarding potential mitigation for
the impacts resulting from the addition of 9,000
employees to the facility. The project is within the
2014 White Oak Science Gateway Master Plan.

Summary
Summary









FDA is planning to accommodate up to 18,000 employees on the FDA campus, from 2025 to 2035.
The Montgomery County Planning Board was briefed on the FDA Master Plan on February 22, 2018.
The Planning Department provided written comments on the draft Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS) to GSA on April 13, 2018, per GSA’s deadline (see Attachment 2).
The Montgomery County Planning Board will provide comments on this Mandatory Referral to the full
Maryland-National Capital Park and Planning Commission (M-NCPPC) prior to the full Commission
meeting on May 16, 2018.
The Prince George’s County Planning Board will review this Mandatory Referral on April 26, 2018.
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SECTION 1: SITE DESCRIPTION AND BACKGROUND
Site Description
The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is located within the Federal Research Center (FRC),
formerly the Naval Surface Warfare Center, which was closed in 1995. The FRC includes 662 acres, of
which 622 acres are in Montgomery County and 40 acres are in Prince George’s County. In 1996, 130
acres of the western portion of the FRC was mandated by the federal government for construction of
the FDA’s consolidated headquarters. Construction of FDA’s headquarters began in 2001 and the
Planning Department reviewed FDA’s campus Master Plans in 2006 and 2009. The main entrance of the
FDA campus is 10903 New Hampshire Avenue and the entire headquarters facility is within Montgomery
County and within the boundaries of the 2014 White Oak Science Gateway Master Plan.
Background
In 2014, Montgomery County completed a lengthy visioning process for the White Oak area, culminating
in the approved and adopted White Oak Science Gateway Master Plan (WOSG). The Master Plan’s
vision is aspirational, anticipating that the broader area will benefit from the location of FDA’s
headquarters in White Oak. In anticipation of FDA being a catalyst for redevelopment and reinvestment

Figure 1- FDA campus on the FRC
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in the greater White Oak area, the Master Plan allows for significant amounts of new development,
including the 300-acre “Viva White Oak” project, located adjacent to the FRC’s eastern boundary. The
long-awaited relocation of Washington Adventist Hospital, from Takoma Park to White Oak, is
underway; the hospital is under construction on a 48-acre site adjacent to the “Viva” property.
One of the most challenging aspects of turning the WOSG Master Plan’s vision into reality is ensuring
that the necessary transportation infrastructure is in place to support the planned development. As
noted on page 53 of the WOSG Master Plan: The transportation network serving this area will require
high quality transit improvements as well as additional road infrastructure to support the potential
development envisioned by this Plan. The development envisioned by the 2014 WOSG Master Plan
included approximately 9,000 jobs at the FDA, based on the FDA’s 2009 campus master plan update,
which limited the number of employees at the facility to 8,889. The growth and expansion of the
campus that is described in the 2018 FDA Master Plan, and analyzed in the draft EIS, is a significant
increase that requires careful planning for transportation in the White Oak area. It is important that the
site’s growth does not outpace the development of the area’s transportation network.
The White Oak area has limited options for new vehicular connections and is particularly constrained by
existing development, ownership patterns, environmental resources, and the FRC, where public access
is not permitted through the campus. Because these constraints limit opportunities to provide
circulation and connectivity, the WOSG Master Plan relies on a robust bus rapid transit (BRT) network,
including BRT on US 29, New Hampshire Avenue, and Randolph Road, to relieve congestion and reduce
single occupancy vehicle travel.
After the WOSG Master Plan was approved and adopted in July 2014, the County initiated an intensive
review of options to address the traffic congestion problems. While we support the transportation
mitigation strategies FDA has implemented for the current number of employees, more substantial
transportation mitigation strategies will be needed if the campus and the number of employees is going
to double in size.

SECTION 2: PROPOSED PROJECT
The following is a description of GSA’s three alternatives; the fourth alternative is a no-build option.
Under each of the action alternatives, a distribution center would be constructed under the new plaza
and a truck-screening facility would be constructed at the entrance to the FDA campus on Michelson
Road. Attachment 4 of this report provides more detail for the three alternatives.
Alternative A: Mid-Rise Buildings: Under this alternative, proposed building heights are comparable to
existing building heights. New buildings would be placed at the eastern end of the commons and the
plaza would be extended to facilitate a walkable campus. There would be five new office buildings, four
new parking garages, a Communications Center, and a Conference Center.
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Figure 2- Alternative A

Alternative B: One High-Rise Office Building: Under Alternative B, a 20-story office building would be
placed on the eastern end of the FDA campus. Additional mid-rise buildings would also be placed at the
eastern end of the commons and the plaza would be extended to facilitate a walkable campus.
Proposed building heights would be up to 20 stories. There would be four new office buildings, three to
four new parking garages, a Communications Center, and a Conference Center.

Figure 3- Alternative B

Alternative C: Two High-Rise Office Buildings: With Alternative C, two 14-story office buildings would
be placed on the eastern end of the FDA campus. Additional mid-rise buildings would also be placed at
the eastern end of the commons and the plaza would be extended to facilitate a walkable campus.
Buildings would range from 2 to 14 stories. There would be four new office buildings, three to four new
parking garages, a Communications Center, a Conference Center, and a free-standing dining facility on
the plaza.
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Figure 4- Alternative C

SECTION 3: RECOMMENDATIONS
The Montgomery County Planning Department has reviewed the FDA Master Plan and prepared the
following comments, organized by the topic areas of environment, transportation, historic preservation,
and parks and open space. In addition, comments from other public agencies are attached, including
the Prince George’s County Planning Department, the Montgomery County Department of
Transportation (MCDOT), the Maryland Department of Transportation State Highway Administration
(MDOT SHA), and the Hillandale Volunteer Fire Department (see Attachment 1).
Environment
The FRC is located in the Paint Branch sub-watershed and has numerous streams and wetlands draining
to the main stem of the Paint Branch. The stream valleys associated with the tributaries of the Paint
Branch have steep slopes and highly erodible soils. These characteristics increase the importance of
preventing grading and development and preserving and planting forest within the stream valley buffer.
The current development on the FDA campus is constrained by the presence of streams and stream
valleys, with their associated buffers. While all three development options focus on redeveloping the
existing surface parking lots, all three impact the streams and stream valley buffers with new buildings
and the associated circulation. The following comments address sewer capacity, stormwater
management, forest loss, and mitigation techniques.
Sewer Capacity
WSSC has determined through its sewer modeling that 17,000 feet of sewer in the Paint Branch basin
within Montgomery County, and running adjacent to the FRC, will have capacity constraints under
projected future wet weather flow conditions. The additional development associated with the planned
expansion of the FDA campus has the potential to create sewer overflows. Mitigation has been
suggested in the draft EIS, however, GSA should coordinate with developers of neighboring properties
and the County to be a part of any solution for the sewer expansion necessary for development so that
no overflows occur.
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Stormwater Management
Discharge from stormwater management facilities should be minimized and delayed. Due to the
presence of steep slopes and highly-erodible soils, the stormwater discharge should be conveyed to the
base of the slopes and not released at the top. Stormwater facilities should be located toward the
interior of the campus and not in stream-valley buffers. Stormwater Management Area 3, included in all
alternatives, should not be located within the stream-valley buffer.
Forest Loss
There will be a loss of forest, but no diagrams are provided to show the areas proposed for clearing. The
amount of fragmentation must also be considered. When fragmentation is taken into consideration, it
becomes clear that Alternative A will cause more damage to the forest than the clearing of acres
indicates.
Mitigation
Staff has determined that, given the location of the development, the first preference for mitigation
would be planting forest on steep slopes in stream valley buffers.
Transportation
The increase of employees described in the FDA Master Plan necessitates careful planning for
transportation in the White Oak area. Following approval of the WOSG Master Plan in 2014, the County
Council directed MCDOT to undertake a comprehensive traffic study for the White Oak Policy Area. The
purpose of the study was to identify the transportation network improvements necessary to
accommodate build-out of the Master Plan’s proposed density and recommend an equitable way to
fund these enhancements. The study analyzed 61 intersections and included the proposed BRT routes
within the policy area as well as the reconstruction of the Old Columbia Pike bridge. In February 2017,
based on MCDOT’s comprehensive study, the County Council created the White Oak Local Area
Transportation Improvement Program, which establishes a pro-rata mitigation payment that is based on
peak-hour vehicle trips and will be collected from development applicants to fund the specific
intersection, transit, and bikeway improvements itemized in the Council’s resolution.
Staff has provided this detailed background to illustrate the great length the County has gone to address
the traffic congestion problems in the White Oak area. The draft EIS includes a Transportation
Management Plan (TMP), which states that fifteen of the 27 study area intersections would operate at
an overall LOS of E or F in one or more peak hours. In addition to the external intersections, internal
intersections adjacent to the primary entry points on Mahan Road and Michelson Road would operate
at LOS F in both peak hours. As a result, to mitigate traffic congestion, FDA should include significant
contributions for the following major transportation projects:
•
•
•
•

Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) on New Hampshire Avenue,
Future BRT Transit Station in the White Oak Center,
Connection from FDA’s campus to the White Oak Center, and
MCDOT bike sharing efforts with stations on the FDA Campus.

In addition to this request for mitigation, the following comments provide more detail about the
planned connection between the White Oak Center and the FDA Campus, bicycle and pedestrian
connections, and parking.
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Planned Connection between FDA and the White Oak Center
The WOSG Master Plan recommends a “Connection to FDA” between the White Oak Center and FDA’s
campus, in the vicinity of New Hampshire Avenue and Lockwood Drive, as shown on a graphic from the
Master Plan (see Figure 5 below). In the Master Plan, this connection was intended to be primarily a
pedestrian and bicycle link for FDA employees, between FDA and the White Oak Center’s existing and
future amenities.
Staff supports a vehicular connection in this location to improve transportation access in the White Oak
Center, as suggested by MCDOT in their letter to GSA on the draft EIS (see Attachment 1). This would be
a major improvement to connectivity in the area, enhancing access to the White Oak Transit Center.
FDA should coordinate with MCDOT to facilitate the creation of this connection.
Bicycle and Pedestrian Connections
The TMP in the draft EIS discusses implementation of a “multi-use path” for people that walk and bike
on the FDA campus, as well as providing potential connections to Montgomery County’s bikeway
systems. FDA should coordinate the design and future connections with the Planning Department. The
Planning Board Draft of the Bicycle Master Plan should be available this spring and the plan is expected
to be approved by the County Council in fall of 2018. The final EIS should identity the proposed location
of the “multi-use path” and should align with the final approved and adopted Bicycle Master Plan.
Other improvements should include, but not be limited to, the following:
•
•
•

Ensure all sidewalks are upgraded to at least five feet in width;
Create a five-foot-wide minimum buffer between shared-use paths and the street;
Upgrade the bikeway on the FDA side of New Hampshire Avenue to a ten-foot-wide shareduse path with a minimum five-foot-wide buffer.
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Figure 5- Connection to FDA

Parking
Currently, there are 6,817 parking spaces for 10,987 employees on the FDA campus. However, due to
teleworking programs and other employee options, the average number of employees present at the
FDA campus on a weekday is 7,793 employees. Therefore, the average parking ratio on the site is 1
space per 1.14 employees, not 1 space per 1.6 employees, as stated in the draft EIS.
The proposed parking in the draft EIS should follow the federal facility parking ratio policies established
in the NCPC’s Comprehensive Plan, which recommends a range of 1 space for 1.5-2
employees. Consistent with the NCPC Comprehensive Plan, as teleworking trends continue to increase
regionally, and to support the goals of reducing single occupancy vehicle trips and support transit
ridership, the final EIS should include 1 parking space per 2 employees.
In all the alternatives, with the exception of the no-build alternative, impacts to traffic are increased by
the inclusion of the East Parking Garage. In Alternative A, the location of the proposed Southeast
Parking Garage causes increased impacts to congestion due to its location.
Historic Preservation and Urban Design
FDA is located within the Federal Research Center, which was formerly the Naval Ordnance Laboratory
(NOL) campus. In 1979, the County Council adopted the Master Plan for Historic Preservation and the
Historic Preservation Ordinance (Chapter 24A). The Master Plan includes the list of all officiallydesignated historic sites and districts. Sites and districts that have been added to the Master Plan have
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been found to be of special historic or architectural significance and merit protection under the Historic
Preservation Ordinance. A 10.5-acre environmental setting was designated on the County’s Master Plan
for Historic Preservation for the NOL site. In 2002, a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) between FDA,
GSA, the Advisory Council for Historic Preservation, and the Maryland Historical Trust was created for
the historic NOL site. As part of the final EIS, a revised MOA should be created to address contributing
resources to the NOL site, the view shed from New Hampshire Avenue, and the amenity space within
the historic golf course green buffer.
View shed from New Hampshire Avenue
The view shed from New Hampshire Avenue to the main building was not identified as a defining
feature of the campus in the 2002 MOA. The County’s Locational Atlas and Master Plan for Historic
Preservation encouraged the protection of this vista by designating the areas adjacent to Mahan Road,
but did so without specifically identifying this area. The visual connection between New Hampshire
Avenue and the traffic circle and main building is important to the character of the site. However, as the
rows of oak trees planted on both sides and in the median of Mahan Road grow, the view of the main
building from New Hampshire Avenue will become largely obscured. We do not encourage any
remedial action related to these trees and the encroachment of the historic vista.
Historic Golf Course Buffer
There has been some discussion of, and desire for, creating an amenity space in the green buffer area
along New Hampshire Avenue, which is the former golf course associated with the Naval Ordnance
Laboratory. A thoughtfully-designed, low-impact, publicly-accessible feature could be considered, such
as a walking trail and benches, which preserves the historic setting and character of the original golf
course, but also allows access and enjoyment of the amenity. The design of this amenity and desire for
amenity space should be coordinated with the Montgomery County Department of Parks (part of the MNCPPC). Any such alteration would require consultation and approval through the Section 106 process,
and further review under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).
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Figure 6- Historic view shed from New Hampshire Avenue and golf course green buffer

Any proposed alterations within the 10.5-acre environmental setting designated on the County’s Master
Plan for Historic Preservation should undergo review, consultation, and comment by the County’s
Historic Preservation Commission, as the designated Certified Local Government entity.
Parks and Open Space
The Montgomery County Department of Parks (part of the M-NCPPC) would like to work with GSA and
FDA to explore the possibilities of expanding recreational amenities in order to provide convenient
opportunities for federal employees. The Montgomery County Department of Parks also requests that,
during construction of the expanded FDA facility, the limits of disturbance be minimized and limited to
the existing developed area in order to protect and maximize the retention of the site’s natural
resources.
Environmental Restoration
Mitigation, including stream restoration and afforestation/reforestation, should be focused within
environmentally-sensitive areas proximate to the main stem of the Paint Branch and its tributaries. The
following mitigations are identified in the draft EIS: erosion sediment control plan, subsurface
engineering studies, stormwater management plans submitted to the Maryland Department of the
10

Environment (MDE) prior to construction, and forest management/tree conservation management
plans.
There is a collapsed bridge and roadway lying within the floodplain and across the main stem of the
Paint Branch on the FRC property. The collapsed bridge concrete and debris should be removed to
prevent sediment release and streambank destabilization. This infrastructure appears to have been part
of an old perimeter security road for the former Naval Ordinance Laboratory facility.
Open Space/Amenities
Hillandale Local Park is located along the southern boundary of the FRC, fronting on New Hampshire
Avenue. The Parks chapter of the WOSG Master Plan recommends the following: Consider acquiring
land or an easement from the Federal Research Center (FRC) property adjacent to Hillandale Local Park
to allow needed facilities such as an adult rectangular field. The Parks Department would like to work
with GSA to explore opportunities to expand recreation amenities at the park, without impacting the
historic green buffer along New Hampshire Avenue.
With regard to connectivity beyond the FDA campus, the WOSG Master Plan identified a potential link
between FDA and the White Oak Center, as mentioned above. In addition, proposed development of
the Viva White Oak project has the potential to provide many synergies between the FDA campus and
this new community. Layouts should further reflect pedestrian connections, open space design, building
placement, and roadway improvements between the campus, the White Oak Center, and the Viva White
Oak development.
Memorandum of Understanding
The Planning Department would like to discuss the potential for a Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) to include the mitigation recommendations outlined in this report as well as the potential
strategies going forward. Staff recommends that a MOU be created after the final EIS.
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SECTION 4: COMMUNITY CORRESPONDENCE
The following is a list of community meetings held by GSA for the FDA Master Plan and draft EIS:
•

September 12, 2017: Scoping meeting on the FDA Master Plan and EIS.

•

October 11, 2017: Preliminary Overview of the Master Plan for FDA’s Campus.

•

November 14, 2017: Consulting Parties meeting for evaluation and compliance with Section 106
and Section 110 of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA).

•

February 22, 2018: FDA briefing for the Montgomery County Planning Board.

•

March 22, 2018: GSA’s Public Hearing for the Draft Environmental Impact Statement.

•

April 4, 2018: Consulting Parties meeting for evaluation and compliance with Section 106 and
Section 110 of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA).

Attachment 3 provides comments staff has received from the community during the review of this
Mandatory Referral for the FDA Master Plan and the draft EIS.

SECTION 5: CONCLUSION
Staff recommends approval to transmit comments and recommendations on behalf of the Montgomery
County Planning Board to the full Commission of the M-NCPPC. The full Commission will review this
Mandatory Referral on May 16, 2018 and will be requested to transmit comments on this item to the
National Capital Planning Commission.
ATTACHMENTS
1. Agency Letters
2. Planning Department’s letter to GSA on the EIS
3. Community Correspondence
4. FDA Campus Master Plan Alternatives
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Attachment 3
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Eileen Finnegan
Leftwich, Troy
Re: Comments on Draft 2018 FDA Federal Research Center Master Plan
Monday, April 16, 2018 8:59:52 PM
connectiontoFDA.JPG

FYI
----- Forwarded Message ----From: Eileen Finnegan <finnegan20903@yahoo.com>
To: Paul Gyamfi - WPDBA <paul.gyamfi@gsa.gov>
Cc: Dawud Abdur-Rahman - WPDB <dawud.abdur-rahman@gsa.gov>; Shelly Jones - WPDBA
<shelly.jones@gsa.gov>; Stephanie Hamlett - Wpdba <stephanie.hamlett@gsa.gov>
Sent: Monday, April 16, 2018, 8:58:02 PM EDT
Subject: Re: Comments on Draft 2018 FDA Federal Research Center Master Plan
Hello Mr. Gyamfi,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Draft Master Plan and EIS for the further consolidation
of the FDA at White Oak. I also extend my thanks to GSA staff and their consultants who have reached
out to the public by holding local meetings and engaging in Q&A.
Planning for the ultimate consolidation of the FDA on the agency's existing campus at White Oak is a very
desirable goal with efficiencies for the FDA and significant cost savings over leased facilities.   While in
strong support of this plan, I offer a few comments to strengthen several details.
1. Acknowledging that FDA and GSA are preparing an "FDA HQ Housing Strategy/Mitigation Plan" for the
near-term, I request that the rationale and need for this secondary plan be explained within the Final FDA
Master Plan at the Federal Research Center. If, as anticipated in the Draft Plan, further consolidation on
campus will begin in ten years and be completed in fifteen, the interim short-term housing strategy is key
to understanding the implementation the Final Master Plan.
2. The on-campus transit center proposed in all three alternatives is a valuable improvement for FDA
employees. A further transit improvement would be for GSA/FDA to work with the Montgomery County
Department of Transportation to realize the connection directly to the White Oak Transit Center on
Lockwood Drive, as detailed in the White Oak Science Gateway Master Plan (detail attached). Having
pedestrian and BRT/Bus passage from the existing campus to the commercial section of White Oak
would improve transit times, and facilitate employee and FDA-visitor access to the campus. This would
further encourage community connections.
3. The Traffic Analysis, Appendix G, reveals the stark reality of future traffic congestion on New
Hampshire Avenue, with or without additional consolidation.   Thank you for providing these studies. It is
clear that Montgomery County and the State of Maryland need to collaborate on infrastructure plans to
address the bottlenecks and assure a high quality of transportation services in the corridor. A
commitment from GSA to work with the state and local agencies to address the deficiencies on New
Hampshire Avenue is critical for the existing FDA facility and the ultimate FDA campus.
4. Stantec's Traffic Analysis used the 2015 Sabra Wang Study (for the Local Area Transportation
Improvement Plan), but then, at the direction of the Montgomery County Department of Transportation,
added several specific development projects (Adventist Hospital, DAR Cars, White Oak Town Center,
Hillandale Gateway; see: Appendix G, page 40). Please confirm that this has not resulted in double
counting for some or all of these developments, especially Hillandale Gateway.
5. Although the near-term FDA HQ Housing Strategy/Mitigation Plan undoubtedly assumes that all traffic
impacts will be the responsibility of the private property owner, there is one aspect which GSA/FDA
should evaluate: employees using the internal FRC roadway as a cut-through for travel to and from work.

Attachment 3
For example, consider any FDA employees at a leased facility on FDA Boulevard using the New
Hampshire Avenue Beltway exit by traveling through the campus to/from work. This would certainly cut
their travel time. This real world work-around is not considered in any travel model for the area.
I look forward to the release of the Final FDA Master Plan in the coming months.
Regards,
Eileen Finnegan
10404 Sweetbriar Parkway
Silver Spring, MD 20903
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Greater Colesville Citizens Association
PO Box 4087
Colesville, MD 20914
March 22, 2018

General Services Administration
National Capital Region
Office of Planning and Design Quality
Public Buildings Service
Attn: Paul Gyamfi
301 7th Street. SW, Room 4004
Washington DC 20407
Dear Mr. Gyamfi

I am Dan Wilhelm, President of the Greater Colesville Citizens Association (GCCA) and this testimony
reflects the Association’s view. I am also a member of LABQUEST focusing on transportation and
therefore the transportation part of this testimony also reflects the Labquest view. I have been in the
middle of all the efforts described below including the November 2013 Countywide Transit Corridors
Functional Master Plan, July 2014 White Oak Science Gateway (WOSG) Master Plan (MP), November
2016 Subdivision Staging Policy (SSP), February 2017 White Oak Local Area Transportation Improvement
Program (LATIP), and related county Capital Improvement Program (CIP) budget actions taken by the
County Council and currently before the Council. Therefore, I have detailed knowledge on these
subjects. Note that the draft Environment Impact Statement (EIS) calls the LATIP by the name Local Area
Transportation Review (LATR), which is different but related.
I have organized the comments into three sections: EIS Alternatives, transportation external to the
Federal Research Center (FRC) and external transportation integration with the FRC.

EIS Alternative
GCCA strongly supports expanding the FRC to accommodate the projected 18,000 workers, mostly from
the FDA. We want more economic development in the eastern part of Montgomery County to provide
jobs in our area to minimize the need to drive to I-270, Washington DC, Columbia or other job centers
more than a half hour away. The jobs will allow a wide range of additional benefits, including
restaurants and entertainment.
Until the Master Plan is approved, development allowed under the prior master plan should continue.
We understand that funds may not be available at this time and as such we suggest leasing nearby
facilities until then.
Our main comment on alternatives deals with visual appearance. We don’t support the 20 level tower
height in Alternative B because it will be highly visible above the buildings closest to New Hampshire
Ave. From this aspect, we prefer Alternative A. We also prefer a compact campus to minimize the
distance between facilities to foster collaboration and to be close to the transit center to encourage use
of public transit. To achieve those objectives, we like the office building around the conference center
near New Hampshire Ave and not having the 8 level office building near the southeast parking garage, as
shown in Alternatives B and C. We also would want to avoid the pedestrian bridge shown in Alternative
A so people can walk between buildings without the need to go outside. Overall, Alternative C is the
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best alternative. Ideally, the height of the two 14 level buildings should be lowered to 10-12 levels and
the needed space shifted to the nearby 7 level building.

External Transportation
The draft EIS predicts that congestion will to be substantially worse even under the no-action alternative
compared with the existing condition (Table 20 on page 171). It predicts that the congestion level
under any of the build alternatives will be only somewhat worse than the no-action alternative. It then
proposes improvements be added to the LATIP and that the implementation needs to be coordinated
with the Montgomery County and/or State Highway Administration (SHA). Congestion data for the three
action alternatives is shown on pages 172 and 173 and Appendix G, Part 3.
Congestion Known
According to the WOSG MP, Montgomery County realizes that the area is currently congested and that
the development proposed by that plan would only make the situation worse. To address that possible
congestion, the county is implementing Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) and has put the LATIP process in place.
Draft EIS Overstates Congestion
The Draft EIS assumes no transportation improvements will be made. With the implementation of the
BRT, LATIP and other improvements, the no-action congestion would be much less. It is unlikely that
congestion will be completely eliminated. As explained below, the implementation of transportation
improvements are expected to be made before the FRC expansion can occur and therefore the draft EIS
overstates the future congestion.
The report indicates that the no-action alternative used data provided by Sabra Wang & Associates that
was prepared as part of the LATIP. We support use of that data. However, StanTec, the GSA Traffic
consultant for transportation, apparently was unaware that the Sabra Wang traffic data already
included 1,483.936 square foot of additional bioscience development on the FRC. Thus the no-action
alternative congestion predictions are essentially the action alternative predictions. The no-action
alternative prediction would be lower, but the area would still be congested if the WOSG MP
development occurred but the implementation of the improvements didn’t occur. Nevertheless, the
Draft EIS recommended approach to coordinate with Montgomery County and SHA is still valid. The
detailed EIS solutions might change, but the LATIP solutions are not final anyway.
The traffic data provided by Sabra Wang probably over states the projected vehicle traffic volume. The
data was developed by the Montgomery County Planning Department. They had to split the trips
between vehicle, transit, walking and bicycling. The Planning Department didn’t have data about how
the local bus routes would be changed and expanded as part of the Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) projects and
just used existing local routes. Thus the number of transit trips is surely understated and vehicle trip
overstated.
At this time, reliable transit data is not available. Montgomery County Department of Transportation
presented initial concepts for changing the local bus routes related to the US29 BRT at a meeting on
February 26, 2018. Actual local bus route changes related to the US29 BRT will not be firmly known until
2019. Once BRT becomes operational on New Hampshire Ave and Randolph Road, the number of
vehicle trips will be further reduced. Even if the routes were known, there is no agreement on how
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many trips would shift from vehicle to transit. The design of LATIP solutions will need to take that into
account as they are developed and implemented over the next decade.
In addition, the road classifications for some of the roads and their speed limits are incorrectly stated as
identified in the attachment 1. These errors will result in slightly higher congestion levels, but the
difference is minor.
Montgomery County Processes to Avoid Congestion Getting Worse
There are five methods by which transportation improvements will be made in Eastern Montgomery
County, as follows:
Approved Subdivision Approvals before January 2017. Before the latest version of the SSP was approved
in late 2016, developers who received a subdivision approval had to make road improvements under the
Local Area Transportation Review (LATR). As a result, White Oak Hospital Center will be making some
improvements in the Cherry Hill Rd, Plum Orchard Dr and Broadbirch Dr area. Another development,
known as White Oak Town Center, is planned at the intersection of Industrial Parkway and Old Columbia
Pike and is expected to make some improvements on Industrial Pkwy near that intersection.
Viva White Oak. The County owns Site II, 115 acres at the current end of Industrial Pkwy. The County
formed a partnership with the Global LifeSci Development Corporation (GLDC) to develop that land and
the 165 adjacent acres that GLDC owns. After GLDC obtains Planning Board approval of the subdivision
plan for the combined 280 acres and the county demolishes the existing buildings on Site II, title to the
county land will be transferred to GLDC. The county has already appropriated $40M as its contribution
to improve FDA Blvd, extend Industrial Pkwy to FDA Blvd, and build road B5 from FDA Blvd to the
property line. White Oak Medical Center will complete B5 to Plum Orchard Dr. The Council also
appropriated funds to demolish the old Site II buildings and undertake any required environmental
clean-up.
Bus Rapid Transit (BRT). The county Department of Transportation (DOT) will complete the US29 BRT
design in June 2018 and the Council on March 20, 2018 tentatively approved the FY19-24 Capital
Improvement Program (CIP) funding for its construction, which would start in July 2018. Most of the
cost will pay for platforms and vehicles. It is projected to be operational in 2020. In addition, the Council
approved on March 6, 2018 a change in scope and funding to explore a BRT dedicated lane on US29
south of Tech Road (it is already in the design north to MD198). Furthermore the Council tentatively
approved on March 20 the CIP funding for planning to select the preferred alternative to add BRT on
New Hampshire Ave for the FY22-24 period and for the North Bethesda Transitway BRT for the FY23-24
period. The New Hampshire Ave BRT would directly provide service to FDA. Lastly, the council approved
designing the Veirs Mill BRT for the FY 23-25 period. We have asked the council to also fund a study to
add BRT on Randolph Road, but there doesn’t appear to be sufficient funds available this year to
approve it. The Randolph Road BRT is expected to provide service from White Flint Metro Station
(maybe Glenmont Metro Station initially) to Industrial Pkwy and FDA Blvd. A platform near that
intersection will provide a second BRT service point for the FRC/FDA. The final FY19-24 CIP decisions will
be made in May 2018.
LATIP. Montgomery County updated the Subdivision Staging Policy on November 2016 to make many
major changes including adding the LATIP process for White Oak, the first such policy area where it is
effective. DOT undertook a study of the WOSG MP area plus a mile or so outside of it to identify where
road congestion would be expected once 100% of the development allowed under the WOSG master
plan is developed. The DOT study and the traffic study undertaken for the Draft EIS were essentially the
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same except the EIS study provides more detail as it relates to the FRC. The DOT study identified a
number of road improvements. To that, transit and bikeway projects were added. DOT also developed a
budgetary cost to build each project. The Council then decided which projects to include in the LATIP
and the budgetary cost for each. Next the Council took the $101M total cost of all the LATIP projects
and divided it by the number of vehicle trips. The resulting $5010 is the amount developers must pay for
each vehicle trip as part of their approved development, typically payable 12 months after a building
permit has been issued.
The default approach for using the LATIP funds is for the council to approve projects as part of the CIP
process. On March 20, the council tentatively approved a CIP project to start using the funds they expect
to collect over the next six years.
As an alternative, the county process allows developers to make the improvements and receive a credit
against the LATIP fee and/or transportation impact tax as appropriate. The three major developers other
than GSA within the WOSG MP wish to make those improvements. County DOT must approve the
improvements and where state roads are affected, State Highway Administration (SHA) must also
approve.
Commercial projects are working through the county approval process that would create LATIP funds – a
small amount in 2018 and more starting in 2020/2021. The Hilton Hotel in Hillandale is under
construction. Both the Hillandale Gateway and Viva White Oak projects have completed the sketch plan,
the first of the three steps before they can apply for a building permit. The second step is the subdivision
plan and third step is a site plan. GLDC will be submitting the Viva White Oak preliminary plan in either
March or April 2018 and expects approval this summer. Duffie Companies expects it will submit its
preliminary plan for Hillandale Gateway in early summer 2018. Duffie has already developed a solution
for the New Hampshire Ave at Powder Mill area. MCDOT supports that plan and has submitted it to SHA
for approval.
Transportation Impact Tax. In addition to the LATIP fee, developers must also pay a Transportation
Impact Tax. The credit process created by the Council for the LATIP also allows developers to build non
LATIP transportation projects in the area and receive a credit against the impact tax. Most of the Draft
EIS identified needed improvements are within the LATIP but some are not. BRT is not directly included
in the LATIP. The transportation impact tax could be used to pay for some of these other improvements.
Developers would only want to make transportation improvements at that point in time when they
would need to pay the county, as if they were not going to build them. Thus the improvements will be
phased in over time to match the build phasing, which will be driven by market demands.

External Integration with the FRC
BRT Platform on NH. We agree with the Draft EIS (Main EIS page 174 and Appendix G, Part 3, Page 6)
that the GSA/FDA should work with Montgomery County to provide a connection to the New Hampshire
Ave BRT. The thinking has been that a BRT platform will be included on the FRC either in the circle in
front of Building 1 or at the proposed transit center. The BRT platform would be only slightly different
than the existing bus platform in front of Building 1 – platform raised by about 6 inches and a small offboard fare collection machine added. In our discussions with the County, they support that idea. We
envision that the New Hampshire BRT corridor could be operational in 2025-2026 tim- frame. We expect
that GSA/FDA will need use a phased implementation – before the transit center is build and after it is
built.
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BRT on Industrial Pkwy near FDA Blvd. As indicated above, the Randolph Road BRT would include a
platform in the area of the Industrial Parkway Extended/FDA Blvd Intersection. FDA should provide
shuttles to that platform.
Shuttles. GSA/FDA should provide shutters to the White Oak BRT platform on Lockwood Dr when the
US29 corridor opens in 2020 as recommended in the Draft EIS. Since a number of FDA doctors are
expected to practice medicine at the White Oak Medical Center, we recommend that FDA also provide a
shuttle to it, which opens in mid-2019. Once the Randolph Road BRT corridor is built, we expect there
will be a BRT platform at the hospital. Once GLDC extends Industrial Parkway, we recommend the
hospital/BRT shuttle also stop at the Tech Road platform (on the US29 BRT). It is expected that over
time, a number of FDA employees will live in Viva White Oak and that a number of companies that FDA
regulates will have offices in Viva White Oak and travel from there to FDA from time to time for
meetings. The hospital/Viva White Oak shuttle should provide service to the three BRT platforms (Tech
Road, Viva White Oak and Hospital). These shuttles will reduce the number of vehicles driving onto the
FRC and thus reduce the need for parking spaces.
Bikeways. The LATIP includes a number of bikeways in the area, especially within Viva White Oak and
existing commercial area between it and US29. We encourage GSA to provide bikeways and secure
bicycle parking on the FRC as recommended in the Draft EIS (Main EIS page 174 and Appendix G, Part 3,
Page 6)
In summary:
•
•

•
•

Don’t select the no-alternative because of the apparent impact on traffic. We recommend
Alternative C with maximum building height of 10-12 levels.
It is not correct to assume that no transportation implements will be implemented. The county
has already approved several key improvements (BRT and roads in Viva White Oak). They have
put the LATIP process in place to implement other improvements over time as development
other than FRC proceeds.
GSA/FDA should coordinate with the county as the EIS indicates concerning improvements
GSA/FDA should provide shuttles to nearby key off sight destinations that would benefit their
employees and reduce the need for parking.
Sincerely

Daniel L. Wilhelm, President GCCA
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Attachment 1.
The functional class of some of the roads listed in EIS Table 18, Page 168, don’t match what
Montgomery County calls them. Local county roads are secondary or tertiary residential streets and
traffic congestion is not addressed on these streets by the county. The following road category changes
were taken from the White Oak Science Gateway Master Plan and Montgomery County Draft Master
Plan of Highways and Transitways:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Principal arterial to major road: New Hampshire Ave and Columbia Pike (US29)
Minor Arterial to Arterial: Randolph and Cherry Hill Rd, Fairland Road, Powder Mill
Local Road to Business Street: FDA Blvd, Broadbirch Dr, Plum Orchard Dr,
Local Road to Arterial: Old Columbia Pike (west of US29), Prosperity Dr, Tech Rd, Industrial Pkwy
Local Road to Minor Arterial: Calverton Blvd, Old Columbia Pike (east of US29)
Major Collector to Arterial: Musgrove Road
Other Local Roads to secondary or tertiary residential

In addition some of the posted speed limits are higher than shown in Table 18. Since capacity is a
function of speed, the result will be a higher capacity and thus less congestion.
•
•
•
•

Fairland Road: 40 mph west of US29 and 30 east of US29
Randolph Road: 40 mph
Cherry Hill Road: 40 mph in Montgomery County and 30 mph in Prince George’s County
Broadbirch Dr: 30 mph
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Alternative A: Mid-Rise Buildings
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Alternative B: One High-Rise Office Building
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Alternative C: Two High-Rise Office Buildings

